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Kensuke Ishii 先生, Kenneth Cavanaugh 先生、齋藤滋先生, thank you very much for introducing me. I am grateful for this opportunity.  



Introduction
• This presentation does not reflect a consensus of Nipro

Corporation.
• This presentation is based on information until NIPRO 

Corporation got approval of HeartMate3TM as Designated
Marketing Authorization Holder for foreign-manufactured 
medical devices (DMAH) in April 2019.

• Currently, approval of HeartMate3TM in Japan is held by Abbott, 
and Abbott Medical Japan is registered as DMAH in Japan. 
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This presentation is based on my personal opinion and does not reflect a consensus of Nipro Corporation as a company.This presentation is consisted of information until NIPRO Corporation obtained an approval of HeartMate3 as a Designated Marketing Authorization Holder in April 2019. Currently, the approval of HeartMate3TM in Japan is held by Abbott.  Nipro transferred DMAH to Abbott Medical Japan in 2021. 



HeartMate 3™

Implantable
Left Ventricular 
Assist Device 
(LVAD)
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HeartMate3 is an implantable left ventricular assist device manufactured by Abbott, USA. HeartMate2 is an Axial-flow pump, while HeartMate3 is a smaller magnetic levitated centrifugal pump.The HeartMate 3 pump was initially approved in the United States in 2017 as a bridge to transplant, and in 2018, it was approved for DT or a long-term use in adults.



2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

The history we get approval with RWD

The best schedule until we get approval
with clinical trial 

1y F/U
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�Here's the timeline to get HeartMate3 approved in Japan. When we first consulted with PMDA in November 2016, we discussed the possibility of obtaining approval in Japan using U.S. clinical trial data conducted in advance. At this stage, even within the company, many believed that “No application or approval without clinical trials- it is only Pie in the sky”. There was also an opinion that the Clinical trial could be completed while having a multiple meetings with PMDA for getting an approval just with the US clinical trial data.Finally in April 2017, it was decided to apply for approval by using US RWD clinical data with the supports from old Thoratec team. After completing the data scrutiny and other application preparations, we submitted the approval application in April 2018 and received an approval one year later in April 2019.When did you think we could get an approval if we conducted a clinical trial in Japan?  The timeline in that case is shown at the bottom. Even if we could start the process from April 2017, the approval would be in April 2020. The reality didn‘t go smoothly like this, and it would have been six months to a year delay. In addition, we had to spend more than 100 million yen with the clinical trial. With the help of PMDA, we were able to bring the latest devices into Japanese clinical field using RWD with less const and time.
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Next, I explain how we used RWD.We tried to use US IDE, MOMENTAM3 data for Japanese application, but extrapolation to Japanese became a problem.How did we solve this?  We, Nipro Corporation and old Thoratec team first compared and examined INTERMACS and J-MACS data.  Then, we showed that there were not any significant differences between the US and Japanese  data.  This made us extrapolating MOMENTUM3 data to Japanese application package.  As a result, we could apply earlier in Japan with MOMENTUM3 data and RWDs from US and JAPAN.  



Merit of RWD usage

• Save cost for clinical trial

• Save time until approval

• Faster Access to new device
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By using RWD, we could reduce costs and time. And it also contributed to providing new medical technology to patients faster.
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Japanese registry for Mechanically Assisted Circulatory Support
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When we compiled the PMS result on HeartMate II from J-MACS, the data was incomplete.Specifically, there were some adverse events that were not registered into J-MACS but were reported to Nipro.  Off course, there were other challenges.Because J-MACS was different from clinical trial based on GCP, we could not perform SDV, and there was no way of verifying the reliability and integrity of the J-MACS data. In addition, data input at the hospitals were extra work for doctors without extra pay.  There seemed to be a challenge here. In addition, the operating cost of J-MACS is provided by MCS companies along with academic societies.  It is reasonable to share such cost during PMS, but After the PMS is completed, I wonder if there is a conflict of interest to continue to provide expenses. In my view, approved devices are considered as public property that are available for all citizens in Japan. Also, the information on device, like RWD to determine policies and risks, is considered as a public property.  You should think of VAD vendors as public property, not as the beneficiaries. If it is public property, there is no problem with the tax being invested, and it is not a problem to cover the cost of labor to register data in RWD by tax.　VAD vendors may pay for information when using it at PMS. In the same way, if you use it for application, you may have to pay the usage fee.  The data use can be charged to those who wants to get into the MCS business.  Since RWD will be a useful "national property" if information is entered correctly, the tax funding should be considered, and I think this is the key to the sustainable use of RWD.



Issues of RWD
• RWD in other countries is difficult to use for application

• Background
• Cultural & Ethnic variations

• No incentives for data entry by doctors and co-medicals
• Registration is voluntary
• Incomplete registration
• RWD with the low quality can't be used for application

• Who is beneficiary of RWD ?
• Approved device is property of national and public
• Shouldn't RWD be covered by government funding? 
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The challenges I find using RWD are: RWD from other countries has differences in medical conditions and cultural & ethnic variations, so extrapolation requires some ingenuity. RWD registration is voluntary. This creates an incomplete registration. It is difficult to use it for applications unless reliability is guaranteed. Shouldn't registration incentives be considered? It is also related to incentives, but since RWD is a public and a national properties, the registration should be funded by tax.  Then, it may improve the quality and sustainability.  



Conclusion
• By using RWD to obtain approval for the HeartMate 3 ™, Nipro 

and Abbott could get an approval more than a year earlier than 
by conducting a clinical trial.  From a corporate standpoint, we 
welcome applications using RWD. 

• Quality is important when using RWD for application, but it is 
difficult to secure it. The human burden of data input is also a 
problem. The beneficiaries of the RWD are the entire nation. 
Enhancing RWD through government funding will improve 
accessibility to new devices and further benefit the public. 

• In order for RWD to become a sustainable goal, it is essential 
for the government to intervene to improve input accuracy and 
reduce the burden on input user.
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By using RWD, Nipro/Abbott could get an approval more than a year earlier than by conducting the clinical trial, and the clinical trial cost was saved. From a corporate standpoint, we welcome applications using RWD. Quality is important in order to use RWD for application, but it is difficult to secure it. The human burden of input to DB is also a problem. The beneficiaries of the RWD are the entire nation. Enhancing RWD through tax funding will improve accessibility to new devices and further benefit the public. In order for RWD to become a sustainable goal, it is essential for the government to intervene to improve input accuracy and reduce the burden on input users.�
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